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Abstract: Asset-management accounts for a significant share of grid operators’ influenceable costs, which are under high economic pressure due to deregulation. In asset-management, visual inspections are the main measure to determine asset conditions. In the context of digitalization, we propose a concept to acquire additional information about the condition of distribution substations and to derive flexible inspection intervals from this information, in contrast to fixed intervals that are common in scientific literature and practice. Thus, knowledge about the substations increases, inspection intervals can be expanded dynamically, and significant cost savings are possible, which we demonstrate by the example of a German distribution grid operator.
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1. Introduction

The deregulation of the energy market intensifies economic pressure on grid operators in Europe and Germany. Maintenance costs of the physical infrastructure represent a significant amount of their influenceable costs. Asset-management was introduced to optimize the long-term compromise between maximum security of supply and minimum maintenance costs. Especially the transition from classic time-based maintenance to modern condition-based maintenance strategy promises considerable savings potential and is investigated extensively [1]. The inspections, however, are mostly assumed to be performed in constant time intervals or not considered at all in asset-management research. Inspections are the main process to evaluate the asset conditions and to determine if and when maintenance measures are required to guarantee security of supply [2]. On the one hand, that makes inspections an important part of modern asset-management, because decisions for condition-based maintenance require a reliable data basis. On the other hand, most inspections do not reveal any deficiencies [1], which implies potential for cost reduction.

For this reason, we examine the possibility that a knowledge-dependent and dynamic inspection process results in significant savings of working hours and therefore costs. The idea is that not only visual inspections can bring knowledge gain about the asset condition, but that the substations are visited frequently for several other reasons. These operations can be used for further and systematic data acquisition. Our hypothesis is that inspection intervals can be dynamized based on these data, which results in:

(a) **cost and time savings**, if the inspection intervals can be expanded because no further knowledge gain is expected from an inspection,

(b) **better reliability**, if a critical state is suspected because the necessity for inspection and maintenance can be determined earlier.
Additionally, expanded inspection intervals reduce the pressure on grid operators to find new electrician specialists, which is an important factor considering the shortage of specialists.

This work focuses on substations in medium voltage (MV) distribution grids and was carried out in cooperation with the enercity Netz company (https://www.enercity-netz.de/index.html; last visit: 7 May 2020), a German distribution system operator (DSO). We consider the regulations and the specific situation in Germany. However, our methodology and ideas are applicable to the general case of asset-management of distribution substations, because inspections to determine maintenance need are common all over the world in asset-management. Therefore, the methodology is usable outside of Germany as well. The contributions of this work are:

1. Options are examined to systematically collect and digitize additional data about the condition of distribution substations with minor additional effort.
2. A procedure is presented to derive dynamic inspection intervals from these data.
3. The economic potential of the approach is calculated based on an exemplary best-case scenario.

The rest of this work is structured as follows: First, we give a short literature overview about asset-management of distribution substations with focus on the inspection process. Second, we introduce enercity Netz, outline the current substation asset-management there, and introduce the used terminology. In Section 4, we work out the requirements that have to be met regarding the inspection procedure of electrical assets. In Section 5, we propose our concept for additional data acquisition and how the inspection intervals can be flexibilized based on these data. Afterward, in Section 6, we calculate the economic potential using a best-case estimation by the example of enercity Netz. Finally, we discuss our results and complete our paper with a conclusion and outlook on further research directions.

2. Asset-Management of Distribution Substations

In the context of distribution substation inspection, diverse papers get published that focus on how inspections can be improved, for example by increasing their objectivity [3] or by measuring and reducing their uncertainty [4,5]. However, mostly constant inspection intervals in the range of 1–4 years are assumed [5]. Lacroix et al. [6] present a decision management platform for asset-management considering inspection intervals of five or even ten years. However, only few publications discuss how often the inspection should be performed based on given knowledge about the asset’s condition. Dynamic inspection intervals are not in the focus of asset-management research.

Yumbe et al. [7] propose an optimization concept for scheduling inspection intervals of distribution substations, but in the form of an area-based inspection scheme where neighboring assets are inspected together, which is common in Japan. In contrast to the objective of our work, they use the location of the assets as scheduling basis instead of considering the actual condition of the single assets. They further develop that same approach in refs. [8,9]. Xu et al. [10] consider the asset age to derive dynamic inspection rates to minimize total costs, considering costs for maintenance, repair and not supplied energy. Kuntz et al. [11] use a Markov-model to determine the optimal visual inspection frequency of overhead lines in distribution systems considering a trade-off between inspection costs and poor reliability. However, the frequency is calculated only once for a given scenario and the inspection intervals stay constant afterwards, which leaves the asset conditions unconsidered again. Yan et al. [12] also use a Markov-model as a basis to optimize maintenance scheduling, but assume the inspection interval to be periodic and fixed. Bühler and Balzer [13] present a methodology to evaluate the long-term impact of the maintenance activities in the MV grid, which in turn makes optimization possible, but again the inspection interval is assumed to be constant. Schneider et al. [1] give a general overview of asset-management in the energy system. They state that inspection intervals were chosen too much on the safe side in the past. However, they do not propose a solution approach for this problem, thus motivating our research direction.

To sum up, most of the research in the context of asset-management in energy systems either neglects inspections completely or assumes the inspection intervals to be constant. Only the works of
Yumbe et al. and Xu et al. consider dynamic inspection intervals, but use the location or age of the assets as scheduling basis instead of their respective conditions. In contrast to research in the electric energy system, dynamic inspection intervals are more common in other domains and often used in the context of risk-based inspection. For example, Singh and Markeset [14] propose a concept for risk-based and dynamic inspection scheduling for inspection of oil and gas pipes based on fuzzy logic.

Regarding condition assessment of substations, an alternative approach must be mentioned, too. Instead of regular inspections, on-line monitoring systems can be used to continuously monitor the condition of assets, for example, by measuring partial discharges [15]. However, this work focuses on conventional inspections by specialists.

3. Status quo at enercity Netz

enercity Netz is a medium sized urban grid operator of electrical distribution grids in the city of Hannover, northern Germany, which provides electricity for an area of 316 km$^2$ with about 420,000 low voltage (LV) grid connection points (https://www.enercity-netz.de/netze/strom/zahlen-fakten/index.html; last visit: 7 May 2020). In total, the company operates 2300 distribution substations (https://www.enercity-netz.de/netze/strom/netzgebiet/index.html; last visit: 7 May 2020). A single MV-LV substation has comparatively low investment costs of about 25 k€ [16]. Only considering the high number of substations, a total value of 57.5 M€ results. On the one hand, that high total number of assets makes asset-management particularly relevant, but also complicates the task, because the comparably low single value of each substation justifies only minimal effort per station.

In the most common version, a distribution substation consists of the building, a MV-switchgear, at least one transformer in the range of 100 to 630 kVA, a LV distribution board, diverse measurement devices, and secondary equipment. The distribution substations of enercity Netz have an average age of about 34 years with an expected amortization period and average technical lifetime of 40 years. Thus, most of the assets are at the end of their technical and economical service life. That reflects a german- and world-wide problem of aging assets in the electrical grids [2,17].

In the following, the current asset-management at enercity Netz is described briefly. To clarify the terminology, the various involved processes are listed and described comprehensively in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Visual) Inspection</td>
<td>Regular visual check of the asset condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>All measures to physically alter the asset’s state (performed depending on inspection results).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
<td>Inspection, including function check, and immediate maintenance, if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit</td>
<td>All non-maintenance related tasks within a substation (e.g. switching actions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station control operation</td>
<td>Generic term for all operations within a substation (Inspection, maintenance, revision, visit).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Task within the workforce management system to schedule a station control operation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A visual inspection is performed at fixed time intervals, with a maximum interval of four years [19]. In practice, the actual time-frame is usually in the range of about one to two years. Inspection means all operations to determine the asset condition, for example purely visual inspections or function checks. However, in the context of this work, the term inspection always refers to visual inspection. The inspection is performed by substation foremen by filling out a pre-defined checklist in a mobile end device. The results of the inspection are collected and used to calculate a single metric that describes the asset condition. This metric lays the basis for the decision if and when maintenance measures are performed. Maintenance includes all actions to slow down the degradation process.
of the assets, for example corrosion protection measures or tightening of screw connections. After maintenance, the asset condition can be assumed to be good again. Besides the inspection dependent maintenance, there is a second maintenance process running parallel; the revision restores the asset condition to a very good state by performing an extended inspection – including function checks – and subsequent repairs, if necessary. Generally, revision is performed in larger time intervals than the inspection, based on recommendations of the asset manufacturers. Additionally, the substation foremen visit the substations at irregular intervals to perform non-maintenance related actions, for example switching operations. These activities are called visits in the following. Currently, the information about the asset condition gained at these visits are not documented in any way and therefore not utilized for asset-management either. Only if the substation is in extremely deficient condition during visit, measures are taken. The term station control operation is utilized here as the generic term for all activities within a substation and thus includes inspections, revisions, maintenance actions, and visits. All these processes are coordinated by a workforce management (WFM) system that generates work tasks for the substation foremen. For our work, we assume that all these tasks get executed by electrical specialists, which is the case for enercity Netz and can be assumed for grid operators worldwide.

4. Requirements Analysis

In Table 2, all requirements are listed that have to be considered regarding the inspection process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Necessity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 Fulfillment of safety obligation</td>
<td>Must</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 Compliance with norms and standards</td>
<td>Must</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 Digital data acquisition</td>
<td>Should</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 High usability for the workers</td>
<td>Should</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 Minimal time expenditure</td>
<td>Should</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 Hard-facts preferred over soft-facts</td>
<td>Should</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Especially, some hard requirements have to be met, considering laws and standards. First, the legal duty to maintain safety with respect to the premises and electrical equipment must be fulfilled under all circumstances. It is called safety obligation (requirement R1). The German Bundesgerichtshof (federal supreme court) describes the safety obligation in a judgement of 2012 as follows:

*The person who creates or maintains a source of danger has the duty to take the necessary and reasonable precautions to prevent damage to others.* Translated from the German original judgment: “Derjenige, der eine Gefahrenquelle schafft oder unterhält, hat die Pflicht die notwendigen und zumutbaren Vorkehrungen zu treffen, um Schäden anderer zu verhindern” [20].

Examples for compliance with the safety obligation in the context of substation asset-management are compliance with fire regulations or guaranteeing that the electrical installations are not accessible for external parties. The specifications regarding safety obligation in electrical assets are described in the DIN V VDE 0109-2 [21]. The safety obligation is fulfilled, if regular inspections prove that an electrical system complies with all necessary safety regulations and standards.

Second, the conduct of the inspection process has to comply with the DIN VDE 0105-100 [22] (R2). Either the inspections have to be performed regularly or continuous monitoring is possible, alternatively. This work focuses on regular inspections only. The time interval between the inspections is not strictly defined, but the standard dictates that it must be chosen by the grid operator on basis of (a) the asset type, (b) its application and operation, (c) quantity and quality of maintenance, and (d) external influences. The scale of inspection intervals may span over up to four years [19].
Further, some soft requirements should be considered, too. First, all data should be collected digitized and systematically to ensure that these data are available for decision making and scheduling, thus paving the way to further optimization based on digitalization like fully data-driven asset management (R3). Second, a smooth introduction of the system is to be aimed at. All adjustments in the process must be made under the objective of high usability for the workers (R4). Especially a minimal time expenditure for the data acquisition is aspired, not only because of usability, but also to ensure that additional costs and working hours do not surpass the cost savings (R5) [5]. That is particularly important in the distribution grids where a high total number of inspections are performed, single assets have only low value, and relatively low follow-up costs arise in the case of an outage. Finally, even after visual inspection, a residual uncertainty about the asset’s condition remains, because the inspection process itself is error-prone and often subjective [4]. Especially soft-facts that cannot be measured objectively, but are acquired based on the impression of the substation foreman, are highly subjective and therefore dependent on several factors like the experience, expertise, mood, expectations, and willingness to take risk of the worker, or external conditions (e.g. weather). Consequently, measurable hard-facts about the asset conditions should be acquired preferably (R6) [3].

5. Dynamic Inspection Intervals

In the following, we present our approach and framework for dynamic inspection intervals. The conventional inspection process (identified with superscript \(i\)) is performed in fixed time intervals \(z\), which is visualized in Figure 1. The interval \(z\) is chosen by the grid operator based on legal requirements and risk-tolerance.

\[
t_{n+1}^{i} = t_{n}^{i} + z
\]  

To allow for dynamic inspection intervals, Equation (1) is modified to (2):

\[
t_{n+1}^{*} = t_{n}^{i} + z_{n}
\]  

The asterisk indicates a shifted inspection date. The difference between the dynamic interval \(z_{n}\) and the fixed interval \(z\) results in the time savings potential which allows to calculate the economic impact of the suggested concept using the hourly labour costs. The dynamic inspection process is exemplarily shown in Figure 2.

\[
\Delta z_{n} = z_{n} - z
\]  

![Figure 1. Classic inspection process with temporally constant intervals.](image)

As additional data sources to calculate the dynamic inspection date, the revision and the substation visits are taken into account. That allows to postpone the inspection task, if the asset condition is already sufficiently well-known, or to perform inspection earlier, if a critical condition is suspected. If no revision or visit took place, the standard interval \(z\) is used furthermore. The suggested procedure to calculate such dynamic inspection intervals is described in the following. Here, it is important to mention that this work only shows the general idea of dynamic inspection interval determination in an exemplary way. The practical implementation of such a procedure is highly dependent on the grid operator company and the number and types of assets in the respective grid.
5.1. Revision

Revision is performed in fixed time intervals of several years. The cycle is usually longer than the inspection cycle, which implies that a maximum of one revision is possible between two inspections. The acquired information can be utilized for postponing the next inspection. During a revision, a visual inspection, function checks and corrections of deficiencies are performed. Consequently, the asset condition as well as the knowledge about it can be assumed to be optimal after revision, which makes an inspection directly afterwards unnecessary. However, the revision (superscript $r$) must fall between two inspection dates to be considered. Therefore, the following condition must be true:

$$\tau^r_i < \tau^r < \tau^{r+1}_i$$

(4)

Regarding the interval extension, the safety obligation (superscript $s$) must be considered. The grid operator defines a maximum time-interval $z^s$ after which the compliance with the safety obligation must be checked again. In this work, we assume the interval for safety obligation and inspection to be the same, because the inspection is the main instrument to ensure compliance with the safety obligation.

$$z^s = z^i = z$$

(5)

The difference between revision date and postponed inspection date must not surpass the maximum interval of the safety obligation:

$$\tau^{s+1}_n - \tau^r \leq z$$

(6)

Consequently, the maximum valid cycle extension by revision consideration is as follows:

$$\tau^{s+1}_n = \tau^r + z = \tau^i + z_n$$

(7)

$$\Rightarrow z_n = \tau^r - \tau^i + z$$

(8)

$$\Rightarrow \Delta z^r_n = \tau^r - \tau^i = z^r_n$$

(9)

In conclusion, the inspection interval can be enlarged by the time interval between the previous inspection date $\tau^i_n$ and the revision date $\tau^r$, as visualized in Figure 3.

![Figure 2. Proposed inspection process with dynamic inspection intervals.](image)

![Figure 3. Dynamic inspection intervals considering revision.](image)
5.2. Non-Maintenance Related Visits

Compared to revisions, the visits do not effectuate changes in the asset conditions. Also, the
visits are not conducted time- or condition-related, but depending on the tasks in the electricity
grid. Therefore, visits can happen randomly any number of times within a given inspection interval.
In one interval multiple visits may take place, while in another interval not a single visit happens.
Consequently, the visits are identified by an additional index \( m \) to differentiate between multiple visits
within the same interval.

The objective is to acquire the specialist know-how of the substation foremen, who visit the
substations frequently anyhow, to gain further knowledge about their respective condition, which can
be fed into a digitized process. For that reason, a short assessment of the asset conditions shall be given
after every visit of a specialist that is sufficiently qualified to do so. In the process, the operational
execution gets interfered with, which is why high usability requirements must be met here (R4 & R5).

To achieve simple usability with high expressiveness, we propose a straightforward four-stage
rating scale where 1 is the best and 4 is the worst rating of the overall impression, see Figure 4.
An even number of stages is chosen to force the user to decide between an overall negative or positive
impression of the asset conditions. As scale point designation, a combination of visual, verbal, and
numerical rating points is chosen. The visual emojis generate an easy and clear assessment option. The
verbal explanation and the numerical rating improve objectivity and the differentiation of the stages
from each other.

![Figure 4. Simple four-stage rating scale for the assessment of substation conditions. Remark: The internal understanding at enercity Netz is that “not defect-free” is synonymous with sufficient asset condition and therefore seen as positive.](image)

Analogous to the revision process, we present a model for the consideration of non-maintenance
substation visits. Again, the visits (superscript v) are only relevant for dynamization, if a visit \( m \) falls
between two inspection dates, which is verified by the following condition:

\[
\tau_{i_n}^1 < \tau_{m}^v < \tau_{i_{n+1}}^1
\]  

(10)

If the condition is false and no visit took place in the considered time-frame, no adjustment of the
inspection interval based on visit data is done, because no further knowledge is gained. The fulfillment
of the safety obligation is considered as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{t_{i_{n+1}}^1 - \tau_{m}^v} \leq z
\]  

(11)

However, regarding the visits, the safety obligation is not the limiting factor, but the ensuring
of the asset functionality. A visit only provides a subjective condition assessment and neither an
exact condition determination nor a physical adjustment of the asset condition. Analogous to the
visual inspection, the knowledge about the asset condition increases with the number and accuracy
of assessments. Thereby, not only the absolute number of visits is essential, but also their temporal distribution. For example, five visits evenly distributed between two inspections provide higher benefit compared to five visits in a single week. The same applies, if the visit takes place directly after a revision, maintenance action, or visual inspection. To consider this problem, a minimal time gap is defined between a visit and any other operation. A visit must take place at least \( \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}} \) after the last operation to be considered for dynamization of the inspection, which is fulfilled if the following conditions are true:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_{v_{n}} - \tau_{i_{n}} & \geq \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}} \\
\tau_{v_{n}} - \tau_{v_{n-1}} & \geq \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}} \\
\tau_{v_{n}} - \tau & \geq \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}}
\end{align*}
\]

Regarding the interpretation of the assessment (see Figure 4), a case distinction is done: If the rating was extremely poor (rating 4) and the assessment hints to reduced functionality, the WFM-system generates a task for visual inspection at that station immediately, because security of supply may be endangered. For all other ratings, the following procedure is implemented: Visits that were rated with 1 or 2 increase the number of positive ratings \( V^{\text{pos}}_{n} \) by one, while all visits rated with 3 increase the number of negative ratings \( V^{\text{neg}}_{n} \) by one. To prevent that the interval increases too much and to make sure that inspections are still executed, the possible enlargement rate of the inspection interval decreases with increasing number of assessments. That is described by the following equation:

\[
\Delta z^{V}_{n} = \frac{V^{\text{pos}}_{n}}{\sum_{j=1}^{j} \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}}} - \frac{V^{\text{neg}}_{n}}{\sum_{j=1}^{j} \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}}}
\]

Corresponding to (15), the inspection interval increases with the number of positive ratings and decreases with the number of negative ratings. Both \( V^{\text{pos}}_{n} \) and \( V^{\text{neg}}_{n} \) are reset to zero after inspection or revision. The minimal time gap \( \Delta \tau_{v_{\text{min}}} \) is the maximum interval extension that can result from a single visit, to always guarantee compliance with the safety obligation. Figure 5 shows an exemplary interval extension. In the first inspection interval, three visits take place with positive ratings each. These are included in the calculation of the inspection date \( \tau_{i_{n+1}} \).

Regarding the usage of substation visits, it is important to mention that all maintenance actions can be categorized as visits, as well, because substation foremen visit the substation and are able to gain an impression of the asset’s overall condition.

6. Economic Potential

In the previous section, we proposed a concept on how to calculate dynamic inspection intervals by integrating existing information sources. Now, we calculate the economic potential of the dynamic inspection intervals with best-case estimations for reduction of work hours by the example of enercity Netz.

The best-case estimation is performed in relative terms compared to an assumed inspection interval \( z \) of 1.5 years.

\[
z = 1.5 \text{ y}
\]
For the revision, we assume a fixed interval of eight years.

\[ z^r = 8 \text{ y} \]  

(17)

Regarding visits, Equations (12) to (14) introduced \( \Delta \tau_{\text{min}}^v \) as the minimal time gap between visit and last station control operation to be considered. Exemplarily, that minimal gap is chosen as \( z / 6 \) here (3 months):

\[ \Delta \tau_{\text{min}}^v = z / 6 \]  

(18)

In the following, we calculate the average interval extension \( \Delta \bar{z} \) for the best-case scenarios. That allows us to calculate the expected relative working hours savings potential \( P(\Delta \bar{z}) \) of the dynamic inspection intervals:

\[ P(\Delta \bar{z}) = \Delta \bar{z} \]  

(19)

For one inspection task, we assume an average duration of 150 minutes, which is realistic for energity Netz, and labor costs of 60 €/h [3]. Applied to energity Netz, this results in about 3800 h spent for the inspection of distribution substations every year (see Section 3). Therefore, we estimate the total inspection costs as 230 k€ per year. These costs are used as a reference to calculate cost savings potential in the following. First of all, revision and visits are examined independently from each other. Afterward, it is investigated what effects result from the combination of both.

6.1. Revision

For cost savings potential, a simple best-case estimation can be done. In the ideal case, the revision date falls exactly on the inspection date, which makes obsolete one inspection every eight years.

\[ \Delta z^r = z^* - z = \frac{z^r}{z} - 1 - z = 0.346 \text{ y} \]  

(20)

On average, \( \frac{z^*}{z} = 5.33 \) inspections take place within an eight-year interval, which gets reduced by one. That is equivalent to an average interval extension \( \Delta \bar{z}^r \) of 0.346 years. Using Equation (19), that makes a cost savings potential of 18.74% by the revision process alone.

6.2. Visits

Considering the savings potential of visits, an additional effect must be taken into account, which was irrelevant concerning revision. If a substation visit falls between two inspections and fulfills all the requirements, the inspection interval increases. That, in turn, increases the probability that another visit falls in the new interval and so on. This effect did not need to be considered regarding revision, because a maximum of one revision can take place within an inspection interval. Regarding the visits, normally a maximum of six relevant visits within the inspection interval can be expected, considering the minimal time gap \( \Delta \tau_{\text{min}}^v \) of \( z / 6 \). Taking into account the described effect, the new \( \Delta \bar{z}^v \) can be calculated with the following Equation (21), which is based on (15) assuming one visit exactly every three months with positive rating each, which is the best-case again.

\[ \Delta \bar{z}^v = \sum_{j=1}^{v^\text{pos}} \frac{\Delta \tau_{\text{min}}^v}{j} = 0.679 \text{ y} \]  

(21)

with \( v^\text{pos} = \lfloor (z + \Delta \bar{z}^v) / \Delta \tau_{\text{min}}^v \rfloor = 8 \)
Rounding off is required, because the inspection interval must be extended by at least 3 months already so that another visit can be considered. The equation was solved iteratively and results in an average interval extension of 0.679 years, including a maximum of eight relevant substation visits in that interval. Using Equation (19), that results in a total best-case savings potential of 31.16% with the visits alone.

A clarifying remark concerning this evaluation: The best-case scenario may seem unrealistic, but in 2018 about 8500 visits from personal qualified for inspection took place at energcity Netz. On average, that makes about four operations per station and year, which is almost equivalent to the considered best-case.

6.3. Combination of Revision and Visits

The previous two paragraphs demonstrated the cost savings potential of the revisions and the substation visits. Now, we investigate how a superposition of these two factors affects the cost savings potential.

The same procedure as for the revision process alone is executed, see Equation (20). However, this time, instead of the constant inspection interval $z$, the dynamic inspection interval $z_{v}^{*}$ resulting from consideration of visits is utilized to calculate the new interval $z_{rv}^{*}$. This way, it is recognized that a longer inspection interval gets obsolete by the revision in this case.

$$
\Delta z_{rv}^{*} = z_{rv}^{*} - z = \frac{z^{*}}{\frac{1}{\Delta z} + 1} - z = 1.495 \text{ y (22)}
$$

In total, the inspection period can almost be doubled, which is more than the sum of both single factors revision and visits alone. The superimposed interval extension results in a total cost savings potential of 49.92% under the assumptions made. That is the sum of both previously calculated relative cost savings potentials with a minor rounding error.

In absolute numbers, cost savings for energcity Netz of 115 k€ per year are possible, using the estimated inspection costs as a basis. The new average inspection interval would be almost three years.

7. Discussion

We presented a concept to gain additional information about substation conditions and to derive dynamic inspection intervals from this information. The economic potential of the approach was calculated by using a best-case estimation. Now, we discuss our hypothesis that dynamic time intervals for the inspection procedure, based on expanded data acquisition and usage, result in significant cost savings for the grid operator—an idea that has received little attention in literature yet. Also, we critically analyze our approach and point out possible drawbacks of the presented concept. Further, we review if the requirements discussed in Section 4 are fulfilled.

7.1. Critical Analysis

In Section 6, we showed that our concept results in possible cost savings of about 50% of the total inspection costs. That validates the initial hypothesis. In general, the total economic potential increases with the number of assets, which makes the concept more interesting the larger the number of assets is. However, it is important to remember that the best-case potential for savings was estimated and only for an exemplary case. The actual cost savings that would result from practical implementation remain unknown. These are highly dependent on the actual processes within the company and therefore only determinable, if the proposed information acquisition concept gets implemented and evaluated regarding the actual cost savings. On the other hand, it was stated before that inspections only rarely result in actual error detection. That hints that the real-case savings are in the same general range as the best-case potential.
A similar case applies for the chosen parameters of the concept. For example, the interval extension of the substation visits was chosen arbitrarily to exemplify the concept. These parameters cannot be derived on a theoretical basis alone. Instead, they must be chosen based on the grid operator’s respective tasks, difficulties, focal points, and gathered data, as well as willingness to take risks.

Especially the inclusion of the substation visits results in great savings potential, but on the other hand, it is unknown how much time the condition assessment would take in practical use and how that affects the overall cost balance of the concept. In practical implementation, the assessment has to be executed as fast and simple as possible so that the additional expenditure of time does not surpass the time savings.

This work focuses on the cost savings potential of the approach, but neglects the consequences for security of supply. Asset-management is the compromise between costs and security which is why the effects on asset conditions and supply of security should be considered, too. Again, an estimation is hardly possible on a theoretical basis only, but requires test phases. Will the security of supply increase, because of further and more systematic data usage? Or will it decrease, because of a smaller number of inspections?

One contribution of the proposed concept is the additional data acquisition about the asset conditions. This way, not only cost savings are possible, but the data can be used for diverse other purposes, for example the development of asset aging models or the training and usage of machine learning algorithms. However, it must be stated that this relies on the assumption that all deficiencies are to be found. If that is not given, security of supply is threatened. A certain redundancy regarding the inspections—which is the status quo—may be the best overall solution still.

7.2. Requirement Fulfillment

In Section 4, we elaborated several requirements that must or should be fulfilled concerning the inspection process (see Table 2). The fulfillment of the safety obligation (R1) was set as a hard constraint for all considered processes and can be seen as fully complied with by the chosen constraints. The norms and standards (R2) mainly specify the compliance with the safety obligation, which is fulfilled with the previous point. Apart from that, they only loosely specify the execution rhythm of the inspections. Inspections are still performed regularly and the new inspection interval is still smaller than the maximum interval of four years. The next requirements are digital data acquisition (R3), high usability (R4), and minimal time requirement (R5) for the substation foremen. Regarding the revision, all these requirements are fulfilled, because the data are already in the WFM system, and there is no workflow change for the workers at all. Only the dynamic determination of the inspection dates must be implemented internally in the WFM system. The situation is different for the visits. Here, all three factors are dependent on the actual practical implementation of the process and cannot be evaluated on a theoretical basis. The last requirement was to replace soft facts by hard facts (R6). Especially regarding the assessment after substation visits, that requirement is not fulfilled, because the assessment is based on the worker’s impression of the asset condition, which makes it highly subjective.

Altogether, the requirements are fulfilled for the most part or dependent on the actual implementation of the concept. Only the absence of hard facts about the asset conditions is problematic, but that is a general problem that concerns the conventional visual inspections, too. In ref. [4], Beerboom et al. present and discuss several approaches to reduce subjectivity, for example staff training focused on asset condition assessment.

8. Conclusions and Outlook

We presented a concept to acquire additional information about the asset conditions in distribution substations as well as an approach to consider this information for the generation of dynamic inspection intervals that depend upon the asset conditions and the knowledge about it. Further, we estimated the economic potential of the proposed dynamic inspections based on a best-case assessment and discussed the results as well as the proposed concept itself.
We found that new information sources can be accessed, which were omitted at enercity Netz and in literature until now. Consideration of the revision as inspection replacement allows omitting one inspection every eight years in our exemplary case. And the frequent substation visits that take place anyway allow a further utilization of the substation foremen’s know-how that was neglected before. Considering these two aspects, an exemplary best-case estimation of possible cost savings at enercity Netz was executed. Among the assumptions made and how the parameters were chosen, an average inspection interval doubling resulted. That is equivalent to inspection cost savings of about 50%. This paper demonstrates how a broader data utilization and digitization can lead to significant potential for cost savings. The practical implementation of the concept is currently being discussed at enercity Netz.

The discussion in Section 7 demonstrated that practical data would be required to obtain further information about the potential of the approach. For further research, the data acquisition approach with substation visits should be put into practice. That would allow to determine factual possible cost savings and also to assess the potential impacts on deficiency detection. For example, do the information from visit assessment hint to deficiencies that get found at the inspection later? This way, conclusions can be drawn if the information from substation visits enable a partial replacement of the inspections. Further information gained about the cost savings and the effects on asset conditions may also allow integrating the concept into an optimization algorithm to not only extend the inspection intervals, but to find the optimal inspection dates continuously. In refs. [4,5], Beerboom and Johae discuss techniques how to use uncertainty theory to describe the uncertainty about the assets’ conditions. That approach might allow assessing how visits and inspection affect the uncertainty of assets’ conditions and how the process can be optimized.
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